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Driven reconnection in a quadrupole cusp field
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Driven magnetic reconnection in a quadrupole cusp field is examined numerically in various
collisionality regimes. Quasi-steady-state reconnection rates far in excess of often-quoted limits are
observed. As expected, the rate is determined by external boundary conditions and appears to be
limited only by computational concerns; thus, in this configuration the slow reconnection is
differentiated from the fast one only by changes in the reconnection-layer geometry. Collisional
reconnection exhibits the typical extended current layer of the Sweet-Parker model, whereas the
collisionless reconnection mediated by kinetic-Alvén or whistler waves has the Petschek-type
“X-layer” configuration. The current density at the X point is reduced in the collisionless cases, in
qualitative agreement with the results from the Versatile Toroidal Facility experiment. © 2005
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2032647�
Magnetic reconnection changes topology of magnetic
fields embedded in highly conducting plasmas and is instru-
mental in converting some of the stored energy in the field
into the kinetic and internal energies of the plasma. It has
been studied extensively in laboratory, geophysical, and as-
trophysical contexts and is now the subject of entire
monographs.1,2 Although early discussions were carried out
mainly in terms of resistive �collisional� magnetohyrody-
namic �MHD� models, more recent works have focused on
the role of collisionless and related physics brought in by
extensions of resistive MHD. Some of the recent advances
are discussed by Biskamp et al.3 and Bhattacharjee et al.4

From the very beginning, the rate of reconnection and
the associated reconnection-layer geometry have been the fo-
cus of inquiry, and various answers, based mostly on phe-
nomenological arguments, have been proposed. Of these, the
best known are the Sweet-Parker current sheet model,5,6

which predicts a rate that scales as �1/2, where � is a mea-
sure of the resistivity in the reconnection layer, and the
Petschek model,7 which predicts a much weaker, logarith-
mic, dependence on resistivity. The former is usually consid-
ered to be too slow, especially to explain the energetics of
solar flares, its original goal, and the latter is considered un-
physical, since it ignores the essential physics of the diffu-
sion layer.

A physical system in which magnetic-field lines go
through a topology change can be conceptually divided into
two sections: an inner “reconnection region” that includes
the reconnection layer �where the ideal MHD assumption
breaks down� and its immediate surroundings, and an outer
region that provides the drive for reconnection, a source of
mechanical or potential energy. In this sense, reconnection is
always a driven process, and the rate of reconnection is a
function, not only of the physics of the inner region, but also
of the strength of the drive that originates outside. Thus,
limits on reconnection rates can only be studied accurately in
cases where this conceptual division is also introduced
physically, separating and isolating the driver from the

driven inner section.
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An example of an unambiguously driven physical sys-
tem is the Versatile Toroidal Facility �VTF� experiment,8

where the reconnection drive is an externally generated in-
ductive electric field in a separately produced quadrupolar
cusp field �the new closed cusp geometry of VTF is not
addressed in this work�. Our goal here is to study magnetic
reconnection numerically in a similar system, but in two di-
mensions. The quadrupole field geometry used in our studies
is shown in Fig. 1.

For our work we use a number of different but related
models to describe the reconnection dynamics in various col-
lisionality regimes. The first is a reduced two-fluid model
that retains the electron inertia and electron pressure terms in
a generalized Ohm’s law. It has been discussed extensively in
the literature9 and is presented here without discussion:

dU

dt
= �J,�� + ���

2 U , �1�

dF

dt
= �s

2�U,�� + ���
2 � − ���

4 � . �2�

The magnetic field is of the form B=Bzez+���ez, where Bz

is a strong “guide field” in the symmetry direction ez. The
fluid velocity is given by �=ez���, and the Poisson brack-
ets are defined by �A ,B�=ez ·�A��B. For any scalar A, we
define dA /dt��A /�t+ �� ,A�. The fluid vorticity is given by
U=�2�, and the current density is J=−�2�. The generalized
flux function F��+de

2J represents the axial component of
the canonical momentum. The electron skin depth is de

=c /�pe, and �s=�Te /mi /�ci is the ion sound length, or the
ion gyroradius at the electron temperature. The lengths are
typically normalized to the system size L�Lx=Ly, and times
are given in units of the Alfvén time 	A=L /
A, where 
A

=B� /��0�. Quantities with the subscript “�” refer to values
at the computational boundary. The viscosity ��� term is
included for numerical reasons. The anomalous electron vis-
cosity �or hyper-resistivity� term ��� will be shown to play a
crucial role in balancing the applied electric field in colli-

sionless calculations, although it is included in all cases.
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Note that by letting de=�s=0 in Eq. �2�, we obtain the
usual two-dimensional �2D� reduced, resistive MHD model,
used in our purely resistive calculations.

The second model is a Hall MHD �HMHD� system that
ignores electron inertia and pressure terms �de=�s=0� in the
generalized Ohm’s law but adds the ion skin-depth length
scale di=c /�pi. The particular form of the equations given
below is due to Fitzpatrick,10 with a slightly different sign
convention:

dU

dt
= �J,�� + ���

2 U , �3�

d�

dt
= di��,Bz� + ���

2 � − ���
4 � , �4�

dVz

dt
= �Bz,�� + ���

2 Vz, �5�

dBz

dt
= �Vz,�� + di��,J� + ���

2 Bz − ���
4 Bz, �6�

where now �=ez���+ezVz.
For all our calculations, the initial conditions are the

same as those used by Ramos et al.11 in their initial-value
study of reconnection in VTF, except for a rotation of the
fields by � /4 to align the generated current sheets with one
of the coordinate directions: �0�x ,y�= �B� /2��y2−x2� and
�0�x ,y�=E� / �4B��ln��y2+x2�+2� / ��y2−x2�+2�, where 
is a regularizing parameter chosen to be larger than other
relevant length scales. Note that since Ref. 11 uses an infinite
spatial domain with different boundary conditions than em-
ployed here, a direct comparison of the results is not feasible.
The �quasi� steady-state results are independent of the exact
functional dependence of �0 and �0 on , or on its exact
value. In the HMHD model, we let Bz0�x ,y�=Vz0�x ,y�=0.
For computational reasons, the fields are written in the form

˜

FIG. 1. �Color online� Initial quadrupolar field geometry with a center X
point used in the numerical studies.
��x ,y , t�=�0�x ,y�+��x ,y , t�, etc., with no assumptions on
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the magnitude of �̃ /�0. The boundary conditions for the

time-dependent components are �̃= Ũ= B̃z=0 and ��̃ /�n

=�F̃ /�n=�J̃ /�n=�Ṽz /�n=0, where n represents the normal
direction to the boundary. Note that for our purposes, the
important difference between the two models above is that in
the reduced two-fluid equations �Eqs. �1� and �2��, the small-
scale dynamics is controlled by kinetic Alflvén waves, driven
by the �s term in Ohm’s law, whereas in the HMHD model,
this role is played by the whistler waves due to di terms.12

One of the main results of this work, the linear depen-
dence of the reconnection rate on the external electric field
E�, is shown in Fig. 2, where we plot the reconnection rate
as a function of the applied electric field E� for 10−3�E�

�0.6. �In dimensional units E�
dimen=
AB�E�.� The data were

produced by incrementally increasing E� after a �quasi�
steady state was reached at the previous value �an example is
shown later in Fig. 4�. The rate is measured by the electric
field at the X point, calculated as EX�−���x=0,y=0, t� /�t.
The plot shows the results from all three of the physics mod-
els mentioned above: the purely resistive case, the reduced
two-fluid model, and the HMHD model. With some small
variations, all three models exhibit the simple scaling law,
EX�E�. This trivial point of course follows from the re-
quirement for steady state in our two-dimensional geometry
and constant electric field at the boundary. Thus, the �quasi�
steady-state reconnection rate is determined by the external
drive, regardless of the reconnection-layer physics.

This result precludes spurious scaling of EX with other
parameters in the system; within practical computational lim-
its, it holds independently of the values chosen for various
parameters such as de, di, �s, and �. Thus, in truly driven
reconnection, the only relevant parameter is the strength of
the drive, and the dependence of EX on any other variable
seen in other contexts has to be attributed to an interaction of
the reconnection region, as defined above in the introduction,
with the region driving the reconnection, i.e, a lack of clear
separation of the drive from the driven. Since this interaction
is usually a complicated function of the geometry and details
of the physics model, it is only natural that each model with-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Reconnection rate as a function of the applied electric
field. Purely resistive: de=�s=di=0 and �=10−3. Reduced two-fluid model:
de=0.1, �s=0.2, and �=10−3. Hall MHD model: di=0.2 and �=10−3.
out this separation will lead to a different scaling of the re-
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connection rate with the applicable parameters. But clearly
any such scaling law cannot be universal, and the only gen-
eral statement that can be made in �quasi� steady-state driven
reconnection is EX�E�. Thus, the peak reconnection rate of
E�0.24B0
A quoted by the GEM Challenge work13 for the
Harris pinch problem and other similar claims14,15 have to be
qualified by the specifics of the problem. In particular, al-
though Ref. 15 also obtains rates independent of di, the
asymptotic limit they observe has to be attributed to the ab-
sence of a separation of the drive and the reconnection dy-
namics in the sense outlined above.

Although all three physics models exhibit the simple
scaling of the reconnection rate with the applied electric
field, EX�E�, details, in particular, those of the current
sheets, differ markedly between the purely resistive model
and the semicollisional/collisionless models. In the colli-
sional case, where we used �=10−3, L=1.5, and B�=1.5, the
well-known Sweet-Parker rate is MSP= �� /L
A��1/2=2.1
�10−2. For E��ESP�MSP�
A�B��=4.7�10−2, reconnec-
tion proceeds without modifying the X-point geometry of the
initial quadrupole field. For E��ESP, however, the flux ar-
rives at the layer faster than the rate of dissipation, and we
enter the flux pileup regime,16 leading to an elongated cur-
rent sheet, as extensively discussed by Biskamp.17 Figure
3�a� shows the highly extended structure of the current layer
for E�=0.35. The inflow velocity and field amplitude at the
edge of the resistive layer are 
in�0.1 and Bin�4, as seen in
panels �b� and �c� of Fig. 3. Unlike the usual Sweet-Parker
model, these values are quite different from the asymptotic
values at the boundary, B�=1.5, and u�=E� /B�=0.23. Note
also that the outflow from the layer is nearly Alfvénic, with a
peak velocity of 
max�1.9, which is approximately 2/3 of
the Alfvén speed at the edge of the layer. The electric field is
uniform, E�=u�B��
inBin�EX, and within the layer, it is
balanced by the resistive term: EX��JX. The magnitude of
the current and the geometry of the layer are quite different
in this collisional model than those observed in the VTF
experiment, which typically sees very little current.18,19
ownloaded 02 Aug 2006 to 128.83.179.119. Redistribution subject to 
Note that in a self-consistent �self-contained� problem,
such as the evolution of the m=1 internal kink mode in to-
kamaks, the flux pileup observed here �Fig. 3�c�� would im-
mediately reduce the potential energy available to the mode,
i.e., slow down the drive, so that the nonlinear mode would
evolve at the Sweet-Parker rate.20

For E��0.35, the extended current sheet eventually
breaks up due to a tearing instability, which leads to a series
of intermittent reconnection events.17 The reconnection rate
in this regime becomes hard to quantify and is not examined
further in this Letter. Note that this limit, E�=0.35, is not
universal but depends on various other parameters in the
problem.

The observation EX�E� is easier to establish in the
semicollisional/collisionless regimes using the reduced two-
fluid or HMHD models, where the currents are mostly local-
ized around the X point, and the numerical challenges asso-
ciated with an extended current sheet do not arise. For the
reduced two-fluid model, the geometry of the reconnection
layer is shown in Fig. 4 for E�=0.4. We note that, even with
these strong drives �M��u� /
A�=0.4�, the layer essentially
maintains the X-point geometry of the initial field. The out-
flow from the layer is through wide-open “nozzles” �Fig.
4�b�, the red-colored regions�, as first reported for a cylindri-
cal m=1 mode in tokamaks using a similar physics model.21

We have been able to drive this system up to E�=0.5�M�

=0.5�, beyond which poorly understood, large-amplitude os-
cillations in time corrupt the numerical results. A partial time
history of the electric field at the X point, as it responds to
incremental changes to the field at the boundary, is shown in
Fig. 4�c�.

The Hall MHD model calculations, despite the differ-
ences in physics governing the small-scale dynamics �whis-
tlers here versus the kinetic Alfvén waves above�, produce
results similar to those obtained with the reduced two-fluid
model. Figure 5 shows the global structure in the HMHD
layer for E�=0.4. The current layer is again localized around

FIG. 3. �Color online� Global structure of the reconnec-
tion layer in the purely resistive case for E�=0.35 and
�=10−3. �a� The current sheet. �b� Profiles of the inflow
and outflow velocities. �i� Inflow, 	v�x ,y=0�	 �left ver-
tical scale�. �ii� Outflow, 	v�x=0,y�	 �right vertical
scale�. �c� Profiles of the magnetic-field amplitude. �i�
	B�x ,y=0�	. �ii� 	B�x=0,y�	.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� The current sheet in the two-
fluid model, for E�=0.40, de=0.1, and �s=0.2. �b� v2

= 	��	2. �c� A partial time history of the electric field at
the X point.
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the X point. The contours of the out-of-plane Bz field, due to
whistlers and presumably responsible for maintaining the
X-point structure of the layer,12 are shown in Fig. 5�b�. In-
terestingly, the outflow from the layer has the form of two
well-collimated jets here �Fig. 5�c��, which differs from the
flow in two-fluid model above �Fig. 4�b��, where it fans out
following the contours of the opening separatrix. Note also
that the two maxima in 
2 are located well outside the layer.
This series of calculations was stopped at E�=M�=0.6 be-
cause of time constraints. We have not yet seen any physical
or numerical limits on how hard this system can be driven.

As stated earlier, in the resistive calculations, the �quasi�
steady-state current density in the layer is such that the elec-
tric field is balanced by the resistive term in Ohm’s law:
EX��JX. For the reduced two-fluid and HMHD calcula-
tions, with similar spatial resolutions, the observed current-
density amplitude is at least an order of magnitude lower and
EX��JX. �The resistivity for all three series of calculations
was fixed at �=10−3.� In the two-fluid model, the electron
inertia terms lead to a well-known, cusp-like structure in Jz

at the X point that cannot be fully resolved numerically—an
effective dissipation level is set by numerics or the hyper-
resistivity term. In the HMHD model, again there appear to
be good physical reasons why the resistive term can never
balance the electric field at the X point,22 and one has to
invoke at least a fourth-order dissipation term �anomalous
electron viscosity, or hyper-resistivity� to balance the recon-
nection field: EX����

4 �. Thus, the effective �or anomalous�
resistivity at the X point is much higher than exptected:
�effect�EX /JX��.

These observations in the collisionless regime are in
qualitative agreement with the experimental results from
VTF, where very little current �or equivalently, a very high
anomalous resistivity� around the X point is seen.8,18,19 Invo-
cation of a local anomalous electron viscosity to balance EX

in these fluid models is also consistent with the single-
particle trapped-electron picture of Egedal;18 trapped-
electron physics would manifest itself in a fluid model as
anomalous viscosity entering through the off-diagonal terms
of the pressure tensor. However, scaling of the layer width
with the electron drift orbit size, as observed in Ref. 23, of

FIG. 5. �Color online� Global structure of layer in the Hall MHD model, for
E�=0.40 and di=0.2. �a� The current sheet. �b� Contours of Bz, the out-of-
plane component of the field. �c� v2= 	��	2.
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course cannot be reproduced in these fluid calculations.
Similarly, �effect, which determines the amount of current
around the X point, is a strong function of the phenomeno-
logical constant � �hyper-resistivity� in our model equations.
A self-consistent determination of �effect would require a ki-
netic treatment and is beyond the scope of this paper.

In summary, in 2D driven reconnection, when the drive
is separated unambiguously from the reconnection region,
the rate is determined by the boundary conditions, i.e., by the
strength of the drive. The details of the physics model only
determine the structure of the layer. With a collisional model,
the current layer has the elongated “Y-layer” configuration
associated with slow reconnection, with the resistive term
balancing the applied electric field. The collisionless models
exhibit the “signature” configuration of fast reconnection, an
“X layer,” and the external field is balanced by the anoma-
lous electron viscosity term in the generalized Ohm’s law,
leading to much lower current densities around the X point.
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